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1. Let C be the space of all con-
tinuous functions X-(t) , 0<t<S

9

X(0)^O . N.Wiener introduced ""into
C a probability measure, and recently

R H.Cameron and ¥•T.Martin have develop-
ed its various aspects on point trans-
formations, averages of certain func-
tionals, unitary transformations, and
orthogonal developments of arbitrary
functionals. In this note we shall em-
phasize the fact that the Wiener measure
can be equivalently transformed into a
probability measure on a product space„
In the following we shall prove three
•theorems, of which the first two are
known, showing how this measure can be
used to simplify considerations based
on the function space C - This point
of view is really contained in Wiener

f
s

expression of the random function, and
even more explicitly, in considerations
by Cameron and Martin,, In the follow-
ing we use basic concepts and notations
by these authors*

2. We will begin by proving a theo-
rem by Cameron and Martin in a slightly
generalized form, which proves to be
essential for our later use.

XMShL®mJLu .(Cameron and Martin)
 /

Given an element' Z
O
(1> ς £ "TTor

/ = /,£,•- ft, , are real numbers*
Consider the functions <fit«J SUCΛ

~0

for &£ <

otherwise,

then the characteristic funoi-xon^ of
the §s.t p can be expressed by

$i(*<kll Define a function ffi

ίίW=l for 0<t<tl

=r 0 otherwise,

and consider its Fourier series with
respect to the complete orthogonal se

Λ
-

of functions^

£ ' > «'£ have

77M(t) ) s: X(i) -Xtft), X(t)£ C .,

,be_a_measurable. s_ubse_t_qf C a

tngn

/

~ ί 4

PE&Q£A. Obviously (1) can be obtain-
ed from (2) by a special choice of the
functional p . However (2) can be
also deduced from (1) by making use of
the usual approximation of a summable
function by step functions. Hence we
shall give here only a proof of (1).
In the"proof, since any measurable set
can be approximated by

 n
quasi~inter-

vais", we have only to prove (1) with a
specified p :

Let i -/. Z.Let Ui . i -/. Z. .be real lines,
each with measures determined "by the
common density T[ ™ ά~

Ui
 and

product spaces with measures deter-

mined, from those of J/^ , by the

usual multiplicative definition. In

computations of averages, it is con-

venient to consider the functional^

tij, (U
t
Uu ~ ) , (U, ", tf*)

t

(Cfi*ι, tf&***"} at the same time as
points on tnβ product spaces just de-
fined* With respect to these spaces
the right-hand member of (1) will be
transformed into

- Z $fj f

-ZΣUήj- £«/j
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where

respect to their measures, and f
is defined by

 J%

Convergence of the series

yields

almost everywhere on {/" , and easy
calculations show- that

Writing (4) in the form

φ

ana substituting (5) ajsd (ό) into (?)
we finally obtaαn.

v

T'Γ
T)

T'Γ
This proves the theorem,

3. We now pass on to proofs of two
theorems on orthogonal developments of
Wiener funcfcion&ls, of which tlio first
has been obtained by Cameron and Hat-
fJLeld Λ

Let φg^ (t)
MJMίlsM)

be Mthe, Four ie r
^ ora

3E5
ttj

% filbert% fi
cGnt1nuous in

Wwhere

- - Je^ine U/ and f. â  be-
fore, and put ' 'i

>,V —

then

t

Hence by a formula by Cameron and Hat-
fild»/ and Theorem 1

A (**> cJ

which, on applying (9), reduces to

cty

Oorisidor now the function

fίtl* i for

then, since



we have, by means of (10), the in-equa
lity

The first terra in the right-hand side
of (11) is not greater than

MM i &*+****>-
{-which, by the continuity of Λ'% ,

can be made as small as we please, if
only we let / and /-Λ be small
and Af large. On the other hand, the
second integral of (11) can be written

f
}
 -"Jot*

In the last integral, if we let \-+/-Ό
/\f —> OQ, , the integranα bound-

ediy converges to zero almost everywhere
on J/" , and hence the integral also
tends to 2ero

β
 Thus we have* completely

proved trie theorem.

In the above theorem we could not see
whether our Fourxer-Hermite series is
suraniable almost everywhere by the Abel
method, even when the functional is
boαnd̂ Jί, whereas almost everywhere sisn-
mabilj ty Is true for orcliλiary Fourier
series* In this connection the follow-
ing theorem may be of interest.

, Λ, V) -

To prove the theorem we require the
foilovjjαg le.mma.

— ΊL
measurab; function' of

yarla^les U,,

7
U/V then

• < ! * ,

for almost every J? ss (Jf^
be the surfacProof. Let <<Γ be the surf

element of the spherical surface
defined by u \ U / // , and

the coordi-
then the coor-

f
nates of points on J5Γ , then th
dinates of points on the surface

U*+-+UJ~/* are given by
'&fλ ''' YCMh

 anc
* ©accept for a con-

stanr depending only on A/ , the vo-
lume element of the A/ -dimensional
(4 -space can be put in the form

dΐdt
 T h e

 ̂ ^βsδ
116
 theory gives

for almost every value of where

In other words, we have

// ffl ϊrff -+ o **f

ϊf
for almost evi

J

Thus prepared the proof of the
leaana is immediate by a standard pro-
cedure of evaluating singular integrals.
Let us put

where X is a small positive number.
Then by (IS) we have immediately

To evaluate /
Λ
 , ve observe that

C a constant depending only ox* fsf
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Substituting this into the integrand

of J
4
 , we get

ti

~0( (/-

Finally it is obvious that I?(*)-* O
as λ-*/~O . Combining these re-
sults we get the proof of the lemma.

Proof of fffrepreai 5
t
 First ve ob-

serve that we can write

with a suitable function Gr defined
over 1/ . Then, by (10) we get

A (**, K

ΐ C

Hence by the lemma

/

for almost every j~(j»)*>, '"J , and
finally on applying Jessen

f
s theorem

ti
y

we obtain

for almost every
Theorem 5.

s fit.)
. This prove
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